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Dear Independence Pilot Important information Target group Trainer’s construction and development Material specification Technical specification How to check your paraglider In use Maintenance and Control Single line length “Trainer”



WARNING: The independence “Trainer” was developed only for groundhandling exercises, it is not allowed to fly with this glider!! Groundhandling with the “Trainer” is an extremely dangerous activity that can and often does result in serious injury or death. The designer, manufacturer, distributor, wholesaler and retailer cannot and will not guarantee your safety when using this glider. You alone must judge the conditions, including weather, wind, congestion. Paragliders require careful and consistent care. Overtime, solar radiation, dirt, dust, grease, water, wind, stress, and other variables will degrade the performance and safety of the gilder, thereby increasing the risk of injury or death. Read the owner's manual of this paraglider before you use the “Trainer”. Always wear a helmet and protective clothing when using this glider.
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1. Dear independence customer It is our pleasure to welcome you to the world of Independence pilots. The new groundhandling-glider “Trainer” was developed only for practising on the ground! It is strictly prohibited to fly with this glider!! The “Trainer” offers you the possibility to play with it in the wind and practise on the ground, what will improve your glider control clearly. To ensure your best possible training success and fun we provide this manual.



2. Important information: It is most important that you read this manual before using your new “Trainer”.



The independence “Trainer” was designed only for groundhandlingexercises (practising on the ground)! It is strictly forbidden to fly this glider!! The independence “Trainer” does not have a DHV, AFNOR, DAEC, CEN or any other certification! You are not allowed to use the independence “Trainer” without reading this manual first. You have to wear a authorized harness and a helmet while groundhandling with your “Trainer”. Fly market GmbH & Co. Kg is not liable for any compensation resulting from using the independence “Trainer”



Using the independence “Trainer” is on your own risk!



3. Target Group: The independence “Trainer” is a special groundhandling-glider, which was designed only for exercises on the ground. The thereby improved canopy-control is very helpful for paraglidingstudents. But also more experienced pilots who like to improve their skills will have lots of fun with the “Trainer”.



4. Constructiuon and development of the “Trainer”: The “Trainer” consists of 25 cells, of which every second is attached to a line. We have used the best and up to date technical equipment to develop the “Trainer”. 3D models were built on the computer and tests were simulated before production. All parts are tailored by computerised cutting machines and printed with inscriptions. Our development team has more than 15 years of experience in developing and producing paragliders.
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independence gliders for real pilots www.independence-world.com 5. Material Data: The canopies of our gliders are made of Porcher Marine Skytex Ripstop Nylon material with an E77 coating. A filament net is woven into this material which prevents ripping and increases the tensile strength along the seams. The polyurethane coating makes the material water proof and UVresistant. The material used for the lines is Edelrid HMA Aramid, these are made of a special Aramid formula and have been tried in multiple snapping and load tests.



6. Technical Data: Size Size factor Surface area flat Wingspan flat Aspect ratio Weight Number of cells DHV



% m² m A/R kg cat.



Trainer 100 11,47 7,47 4,86 3,2 25 no certification!



7. How to check your glider: Every glider delivered is tested and measured by us. Nevertheless we advise you to check your glider for the following criteria. Check: the seams where the lines attach, and the canopy for any damage. that all the lines have been sewn correctly and are free of damage that all the line locks have been screwed up properly and the plastic inlets are tight that all ribs and V-attachments are free of rips Every fault no matter how small must be checked and repaired by a professional.



8. In use: As already mentioned earlier in the text, the “Trainer” was designed only for groundhandling. You are not allowed to fly with it!! It offers the possibility to practise on the ground and improve thereby the pilot´s skills of canopy control. The smaller surface of the “Trainer” has got clear advantages compared to a normal parglider: The canopy can be controlled much easier, what enables groundhandling even in a little bit more windy conditions. But TAKE CARE: If you use the “Trainer” in strong wind conditions, even the small surface of the “Trainer” can cause so much lift, that you can take-off unintentionally. Because the “Trainer” is not made for flying, and moreover it´s not allowed to fly with it, you have to stop the groundhandling immediately when the wind gets too strong! Up to which wind speed you can use the “Trainer” can not be answered universally valid, because it depends on several points such as pilot´s skills, the pilot´s weight and characteristics of the area where you use it. Using of the independence “Trainer” is completely on your own risk!
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9. Care and storage: A maintained and properly used glider will last a long time. In order to maintain your “Trainer’s” condition for a long time we would like to give you the following advice: ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !



In time the UV rays will damage the material of the paraglider. Therefore don't leave the “Trainer” out in the sun unnecessarily. When you pack your paraglider make sure that it is not always folded in the same way. Put the cloth bag that comes with the glider underneath it when folding it up to ensure that the material of the glider is not damaged. Curl up the lines as little as possible with no sharp kinks. Store your glider in a dry place. In case it gets wet lay it out to dry as soon as possible (but not in the sun). Store the paraglider well away from chemical gases or fumes. Clean your paraglider only with clean water and do not use brushes or hard rubbing. Do not use chemical detergents. Small cuts in the material, if they are not anywhere along the seams, can be mended provisionally with sticky material. Other damage like large cuts, cuts along the seam, ripped line loops, torn or damaged lines must only be repaired by an authorised dealer. Insects in the cells should be removed alive, not just for animal care reasons, but the insect secretion is acid and can damage the fabric.



10. Single line legth “Trainer”
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Manual FreeX TRAINER 

Care. 3.1. UV Damage. 3.2. Ground Handling. 3.3. Packing Your Glider. 3.4 .... The specified table shows only a reference point in which wind range and under.
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TURBO ADVANCED TRAINER 

Your chess KaspÃ¢rov partner and Turbo coach.ltsstronq Ã€dvancâ‚¬d Trainer poqram is is a spâ‚¬ciÃ¢ unique .... having a chance to lry o'n any ot your tactical plans.Missing:
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X9i Cross-Trainer 

The following Parts List and the step by step assembly procedures have been ... center to avoid interference (cross talk) between Heart Rate monitors. â‡’ .... CAUTION: DO NOT OVER-TIGHTEN THE PHILLIPS HEAD PAN SCREWS (#2).
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460 Elliptical Trainer 

length x 10' width (2.6m L x 2.6m W) and at least 10' length x 6' width (2.6m L ... 6mm Hex Key w/ Phillips Head Screwdriver ..... 7A No.728, Yan'an Road (West).
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A Talking Pet Trainer - Rambal 

quality speech and may even need non-speech sounds. Enter the ... like the circuit and software could use some refinement so he sent it to me. This ISD25xxx is a ... room and let the bird get settled before the training begins. His original circuit .
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Quasar II Trainer Addendum.pdf - Strong Enterprises 

Optional components in Italic. Qty Description ..... When closing the main container, make sure that the left jumpmaster handle extension lays on top of the side ...
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Garmin Integrated Flight Deck Trainer User's Guide 

This User's Guide reflects the operation of the Garmin Integrated Flight Deck ..... a) install and use one copy of the Product on a single computer or network. ..... Down arrow turns the large FMS knob clockwise (upper right arrow on the display). ..
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Ace Personna Trainer Manual 4th Edition 

Get free access to PDF Ace Personna Trainer Manual 4th Edition at our Ebook Library. PDF File: Ace ... available on our online library. Our library is the biggest ...
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Gamme HeartSine samaritanÂ® PAD Trainer(formation) 

MODE D'ANALYSE suivi de Choc conseillÃ© et de RCP, Choc conseillÃ© et RCP et Aucun choc conseillÃ© et RCP. â–» CHOC CONSEILLÃ‰. Choc conseillÃ©, suivi de ...
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Formation TRX DDT (Dynamic Duo Trainer) 

consignes de sÃ©curitÃ© d'ancrage et une attestation de formation Ã  tÃ©lÃ©charger. Suivi du stage. Assistance par email auprÃ¨s d'Alex. VERET ([email protected]), ...
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Accessoires pour HeartSine samaritan PAD Trainer 

Pad-Packs supplÃ©mentaires et une trousse de premier secours. Sac Ã  dos pour DAE mobile de secours. PAD-BAG-02. Le sac Ã  dos HeartSine pour DAE mobile ...
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Chuck Yeager's Advanced Flight Trainer 2.0 - Lucas' Abandonware 

type of computer, some commands and features described in this manual may be different or ... Chuck Yeager will fill you in on AFT and personally instruct you on your first flight. ... The machine will want to know which drive on your hard disk you'r
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zefira - Para2000 

launch characteristics of the glider. The line .... As this is not a training manual we will not try to teach you launching techniques. ... The ZEFIRA has very good launch behaviour in no wind conditions. ..... then inflated with air for a flotation 
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Ascent3 - Para2000 

1. Owner's Manual and Service Booklet. Serial Number: ... may be changed without prior notice. No part of these documents may be copied or transmitted for any purpose in any manner or by any means .... Speed system . ...... the very high standards we
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Ill-adjusted steering lines may cause you to misinterpret the canopy's ..... PVC tube rigid plastic rod. The most soft handle is obtained when no insertion is used.
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every paraglider the Voyager Biplace has itÂ´s own characteristics. .... M and the Voyager Biplace S (for tandem-flights) have got a Trimmersystem at the D-. Riser.
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Instinct - Para2000 

protection (helmet with chin protection, boots, gloves and an overall). Flying With .... increasing speed when crossing a downwind or during headwind. This type ...
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Service - Para2000 

Never use flammable products. rePair: All repairs must be carried out by the manufacturer or by an authorised skywalk-Service-Centre. Amateur repairs can ...
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futura - Para2000 

(41x2)+6 (42x2)+6 (45x2)+6 (48x2)+6 .... 6. TRIMMING. The Futura has fixed v-fines which combine the best glide angle and best launch ...... P1111()R141\NCI.
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compact - Para2000 

Wrong execution of the maneuvers may result in crash. a) Tucks and recovery. We recommend to always keep firm hold on the brake handles, or even go with ...
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Deck - Para2000 

Deck is developed for maximum safety and ease of flight. As such ... General advice. 20. 6.2. .... This procedure may vary, depending on the instructor, ..... Paragliding is a dangerous and high risk activity, where safety depends on the person.
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